Welcome to Butler Amusements, Inc. We hope that your visit to the midway will be a memorable one,
and we want to ensure that all our guests receive the best possible service during their stay, including
the physically challenged. In an effort to make your stay more enjoyable, we have prepared this guide to
assist you during your visit.
Should you have any questions or special concerns, we invite you to first stop by Butler Amusements
midway office and we will do our best to assist you.

Safety and Accessibility:
It is the position of Butler Amusements, Inc. that the safety and well ‐being of each one of our guests is
our primary concern. Each of our rides incorporates safety features in its design. However, the rider
must be aware that he or she also plays a role to ensure his or her own safety. Safety devices, such as
lap bars or harnesses, must be securely fastened throughout the ride.
Safety First:
With safety as our first priority, we may restrict certain rides to guests whose safety may be
compromised as a result of not doing so. Just as we place height restrictions on certain rides, we may
place additional requirements on any ride to ensure every guest’s safety. In imposing any additional
requirements, it is our desire to maximize guests’ participation without minimizing or compromising
safety. Access criteria are based upon any guest’s ability to utilize all safety restraints and devices as
designed, and to maintain a proper riding posture throughout the course of a ride. All guests should
realize that , however remote, there is always the possibility that an emergency situation might occur
which could necessitate evacuation from a ride or ride area. This may require the rider to physically
remove himself from a ride. These conditions are rare. However, guest should be aware of this and
exercise good judgment before boarding. Therefore, in general, each guest must be able to board and
exit each ride by himself or with the assistance of a capable companion, including in the event of an
emergency .

Special Instructions:
1. Guests must be capable of lifting themselves from their wheelchairs onto or off of the ride or
must be aided by an adult companion capable of lifting the disabled guest from the wheelchair.
Butler Amusements, Inc. personnel are neither trained nor permitted to assist disabled guests
other than by helping to steady or support the guest or by aiding the guest’s companion.
2. Wheelchair guests, with up to two companions, will be allowed to ride without waiting in line.
Please have a member of your party contact the ride operator upon arrival at the ride for
further instructions.
3. When sight‐impaired guest are riding attractions, someone in the guest’s party must say with
the guide dog, if applicable. Butler Amusements, Inc. personnel cannot care for nor e
responsible for the guide dog.
Rides:
Most of the children’s rides throughout the kiddie area are easily accessible to all guests, unless
otherwise listed, and are served for guests 54” and under.
Butler Amusements, Inc. is continually adding new spectacular and major ride to the show. The
following is the most current list of these rides with a description of what to expect. If the ride you are
interested in is not listed, please check with our on‐site midway office.
Carousel, Merry Go Round, Little Carousel, Grand Carousel, Century Carousel and Hampton Umbrella
rides (Jeeps, Roadsters, Jet Skis)
Rides are accessible to all guests. Ride platform is approximately 1 foot or less off ground.
Recommended Seating Arrangement‐ physically challenged guests should be seated on a bench seat.
Height restriction‐ guest must be 42” or taller or accompanied by an adult.
Big Top Funhouse, Mardi Gras Funhouse, Toon Town Funhouse
Guest must be able to walk alone and upright. Entry is relatively easy with less that 1 foot off the ground
entry but barrel exits can be difficult as well as the moving floors which require good physical agility.
Height restriction‐guest must be 48” or taller.
Balloon Samba
This ride accommodates adults as well as children. Guests should be able to sit upright and hold on.
There is no lap bar. Entry requires guest to step up two feet into the small gondola. This ride spins at the
guests’ discretion and may cause dizziness. Height restriction‐ guest must be 42” or taller or be
accompanied by an adult.

Big Foot Trucks
This ride accommodates adults as well as children. Guests should be able to sit upright and hold on.
There is no lap bar. Entry requires guest to step up approximately one foot into the small vehicle.
Height restriction‐ guest must be 36” or taller.

Dark Ride, Morbid Manor, Planet Pandora
Guest must be able to transfer out of a chair into the carriage seating (straight horizontal transfer)and
sit upright. Height restriction‐ guest must be 36” or taller.
Eagle 16, Ferris Wheel
Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Entry is considered moderately
easy (2 stair steps to seating platform). Height restriction‐ guest must be 50” or taller or accompanied
by an adult.
Evolution and Fireball
Guests must be able to navigate 1 foot or more up to the ramp platform. Rides hang passengers upside
down or nearly so. Guests should be prepared for strong forces from all directions. Motion of the ride
could cause nausea. This ride requires manual dexterity and physical strength to maintain required
passenger position. Recommended seating arrangement‐physically challenged guest should be seated
next to an accompanying guest. Height restriction‐ guest must be 54” or taller.

Music Express, Flying Bobs, Himalaya and Thunderbolt
Guest should be prepared for very strong forces from all directions. Motion of the ride could cause
dizziness. Guest should be able to sit upright and hold on. Entry is considered difficult. These rides are
not recommended for people with heart problems. Recommended Seating Arrangement‐physically
challenged guests should be seated on the innermost part of the car. Height restriction‐ Gust must be
48” or taller.
Giant Gondola Wheel or Century Wheel
Guest should be able to sit upright and hold on. There is no lap bar. Entry is considered moderately easy.
Height to ramp entrance is typically less than one foot tall. No single riders, under 42” must be
accompanied by an adult.
Giant Slide, State Fair Slide, Super Slide
Gust must be able to climb many stairs and maintain a sitting position while raveling down the slide. The
ride is not recommended for people with back problems. Height restriction‐guest must be 42” or taller.

Starship 3000 or Gravitron
These are spinning rides. The guest must be able to stand alone and upright. The motion of these rides
may cause dizziness and nausea. Entry is relatively easy and includes three steps. Height restriction‐
guest must be 42” or taller.
Footloose or Kamikaze
These rides go upside down. Guest should be prepared for forward and backward forces and must be
able to sit upright and be restrained by a shoulder harness. The motion of this ride could cause dizziness
and nausea. Entry is very difficult and requires steps and crouching into the seat. These rides are not
recommended for those with heart problems. Height restriction‐54” or taller.
Wacky Worm Coaster, Dragon Wagon Coaster, & Orient Express
These rides accommodate children as well as adults. Guest must be ready for strong front to back forces
as well as side to side motion. Entry and exit include stairs. The seat compartments are small and the
guest bust be able to hold onto the handle bar. Guest must have strong arms and neck muscles. Height
restriction‐ 42” or taller unless accompanied by an adult.
Jungle of Fun, Raiders, Kid Country, Renegade & Shrek
Guest should be able to stand alone and upright, able to climb, slide and have manual dexterity and
physical strength. Height restriction 36”, 56”, 36” and 56” respectively.
Giant Scooters, Scooters, Bumper cars
Guest should be prepared for strong front to back forces as well as side to side motion. Guest should be
able to operate foot pedal and steering wheel properly. Entry is mildly difficult. Guest must have strong
neck muscles. Not recommended for guests with back or neck problems. Height restriction‐ guest must
be 54” or taller.
Scrambler or Haywire
Guest should be prepared for very strong side to side forces and moderate front to back forces. Guest
must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Entry is difficult. Recommended
seating arrangement‐physically challenged guest should sit in the innermost seat. Height restriction –
guest must be at least 48” or taller.
Spin Out
This is one of our fastest rides. It travels upside down. Guest should be prepared for strong forces that
may cause dizziness or nausea. Guest must be able to be restrained by a shoulder harness, sit upright
and hold on. Entry and exit include stairs. This ride is not recommended for people with heart, neck or
back problems. Height restriction‐guest must be 52” or taller.

Wet Boats
This ride does not accommodate adults. Guest must be able to sit upright, balance, have good physical
agility and upper body strength. Entry requires a small amount of balance. Requirements; must measure
at least 36” and both boat occupants combined must not exceed 120lbs.
Chopper Hopper
This ride accommodates children as well as adults. Guests must be able to sit upright and possess
medium upper body strength. Entry is comprise of four stairs and guest must be able to crouch into a
child size seating area. Height restriction‐guest must be 42” or accompanied by an adult.
Tilt A Whirl
Guest should be prepared for relatively strong front to back forces, strong side to side forces and rapidly
changing turbulent forces. Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on.
Entry is considered mildly difficult and is comprised of four steps and an uneven platform. Height
requirement‐guest must be 46” or taller.
Pole Position Spinning Coaster
Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and be able to hold on. Guest must be able
to climb stairs to enter the ride. Guests must have upper body strength including the ability to withstand
sudden stops. Motion of the ride may cause dizziness. These rides are not recommended for people
with heart, back or neck problems. Height restrictions‐ guest must be 51” or taller.
Vertigo, Wave Swinger, Flying Swinger, Yo yo & Lolli Swing
These are spinning rides. The guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright, and hold on.
Guest must have upper body strength and leg mobility. On the Vertigo, Lolli Swing and Yo yo entry and
exit to the swings is easy and does not include stairs nor a ramp. The Wave Swinger and Flying Swinger
involve a ramp after a 1 foot elevation. The motion of these rides may cause dizziness and nausea. These
rides are not recommended for people with heart problems. Height restriction‐ guest must be 42” or
taller.
Zipper
Guest should be prepared for very strong forces from all directions. Motion of the ride could cause
dizziness and nausea. The compartment is very confined. Guest should be able to sit upright and hold
on. Entry is considered very difficult. This ride is not recommended for people with heart problems.
Restrictions‐ guest must be 50” or taller, no single riders allowed.

For your safety Please:









Remain seated at all times
Keep hands and feet inside at all times
Secure all loose articles
No food or drink on rides
No smoking
No bare feet
No expectant mothers
No casts, slings nor walking boots

Games
Many of our games have special accommodations for the differently abled. In some cases, the stools can
be removed for easy wheel chair access. Please be sure to ask the game operator for assistance or check
with on‐site carnival personnel.

